
MTST APP HOW
TO GUIDE
mytransphormationstartstoday.com/worthy

PREMIUM USER



DASHBOARD allows quick, easy access to the main functions of the
app. This Guide is made with Iphone format.



Legionnaire ID: WORTHY

CREATING AN
ACCOUNT





UPLOAD NEW
PHOTOS

You can prop
your phone and

user 'Timer
Mode' if you do

not have
someone who

can take photo
for you.

Click '+5s' as
many times to

add additional 5
seconds.

 
Photo takes start

from FRONT,
BACK, SIDE.



ADD BODY
METRICS

You can update your weight and 
body measurements at the

frequency you would like to track
your goals. Recommended weight
update multiple time in the week

for an average and
measurements every 2-4 weeks.



NUTRITION:ADD FOOD

When you add this meal in the
future, type this name in the

'search' and it will pop up .

This can be adding a food label you can't find in the app or a meal prep you made. You can first try
searching for the item or click SCAN to scan a barcode.

TIP: Be sure to log in the correct
MEAL slot to keep track of your

actual meal timing. This also helps
your Advisor make

recommendation for nutritional
gaps/timing.



SAVING
LOGGED FOOD

AS A MEAL
You can scan label or search for

food item.

After you add food
and save meal as

whatever name you
want, this will be

found in 'My Foods'.

TIP: Only save meals
for convenience

logging in the future
for recipes and/or
portions you make

frequent.



Once you click on a macro number to adjust, it
will automatically adjust your Calories

number. Be sure to click SAVE.

CHANGING
YOUR MACROS

Always get with your Advisor when adjusting
macros to make sure it is the right thing to do

(this option is only for the macro plan which can
always get switched to in settings).



LIVE STREAMING
VIDEOS

Join the My Transphormation Starts Today Facebook Page for
Live Streaming Topics and Video Times. All videos are saved

for convenience to watch later in the App. I highly
recommend trying to make some of them Live to ask

questions and keep App notifications on. :)



WORKOUT
PLAN

Bar Graph Icon
allows you  to
track reps and

weight for
progress over

time.

Learn how to do
an exercise in

video form along
with any

modification due
to your current

abilities.



SWITCH TO HOME
WORKOUT

You can always switch back and forth between Home workouts or
Gym workouts.

TIP: If a REST DAY falls on a TRAINING DAY, skip to the next day and
complete that workout. You can still click on COMPLETE WORKOUT to

keep track of your days trained per week.
 



MESSAGING WITH
YOUR ADVISOR

I highly recommend doing ALL
communication through the app. This

helps keep track of goals, conversations
from the past and easier for the Advisor to
keep track of all their clients interaction.



SENDING
ASSESSMENTS

You can take updated
photos with 

assessment or on its
own prior to
assessment.



CHANGE
NOTIFICATION

SETTINGS

TIP: Leave notifications ON that
you need help with building

habit/routine the most. ALWAYS
leave Announcements and Chat

Messages on.



CHANGING ANY
GOALS

WORKOUTS: Can change to
different styles which will

reflect on your WORKOUT plan
daily.

 
For nutrition, I highly

recommend tracking macros,
but you can also track with
ease with MEAL PLAN and

PORTION CONTROL.

Have ???-Message me or email at worthyfitlifestyle@gmail.com

All info on this guide is with current updates. More updates happen frequent for ease of use with the
app and to keep workouts fresh. Stay tuned for more exciting programs, Live Streams and more!


